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Voted the ‘Best Design Consultant in Yonkers, three years in 
a row, Martha Lynn gives clients what they need – a package 
encompassing everything they need from logo design to 
business consulting and everything in between. 

One of her many talents is being able to balance her time to devote to each 
individual project, and not ending up rushing. “Martha can work quickly under 
tight deadlines and produce amazing results.” raved one of Martha’s clients.  
“She never ceases to surprise me. I’m always like ‘you can do THAT too?! 
And her answer is always YES!”

Martha’s expertise is in logo design and business 
development, with particular attention to branding. 
She has helped hundreds of small to medium sized 
businesses thrive and fl ourish because of her award 
winning work. Constantly sought after by the top 
companies in the industry, she has also worked 
on huge corporate projects. Some of her national 
and global clients include Citibank, Lazard Asset 
Management, Chubb Insurance, Max Brenner Chocolates, and Mercedes 
Benz. 

She is also part of AIGA, a member of the Freelancers Union, the “Made 
in NY” Collation, Graphic Design Guild. Martha Lynn is featured graphic 
designer on Behance, The Skaneateles Chamber of Commerce, the Arts 
of Westchester, a master coach for Mosaic Hub, as well as an alumnus from 
Purchase College School of Art & Design. 

DESIGNER SHOWCASE
T H E  G R A P H I C  D E S I G N  P O LY M AT H
The one-woman powerhouse behind Martha Lynn 
Laskie Graphic Design & Illustration, Martha Lynn 
off ers expertise in many creative and professional 
multidisciplinary business services.

Martha Lynn Laskie

“Martha can work quickly 
under tight deadlines and 
produce amazing results.”



Never without work, she also helps out her 
community with resume services for low 
income individuals. For a small fee, she writes 
and designs resumes, and even offers job 
hunting services and one-on-one computer 
lessons. “I like to think my small contribution 
make a difference.” says Martha who takes it all 
in stride. I don’t like telling a client no, so, if they 
need it, I offer the service.”

One look at Martha’s office, with its astonishing 
amount of books, knickknacks, posters,  pictures and more books, its 
easy to see that she’s interested in a lot. Her library contains books 
from every genre imaginable, including Carl Barks Uncle Scrooge 
comics, Hunter S Thompson novels, a slew of Stawars novels, Ron 
Chernow’s Alexander Hamilton, as well as historical texts, all Eight 
Harry Potter books, and a large collection of graphic design and art 
history books.

“Oh man, I’m a huge Hamilton fan - hes always been my favorite 
founding father, even before musical - which I freaking adore by the 
way.” Martha’s enthusiasm is contagious. “But now, I’ve sort of fallen 
back in love with the colonial period of American History, especially in 
New York City. Its super fun for me to walk in the same footsteps as 
Washington and Hamilton and Jefferson and Burr right down at the 
tip of the isle. (Thats how Martha refers to the Bowery.)

Martha is one of those rare designers 
who not only creates incredible 
designs, but also how her designs will 
ultimately effect the end user. She is 
incredible to work with on every level!”

“I think what I love most about him [Hamilton], is he 
embodies the American dream, and I believe firmly in 
that. I will always admire self-made men and woman, and 
Alexander Hamilton is like the first New York Immigrant 
story. He came to this country and made something of 
himself. Its something that rings in a lot of different things 
I love, same with Uncle Scrooge [McDuck]” She points to 
the collection of Donald and Scrooge comics on her wide 
book shelf. “His character is based on Andrew Carnige, 
and the themes are the same  - the American dream is 
possible, not easy - but possible, you work hard enough 
and will be rewarded eventually.  Most people want it so 
bad they can taste it, but they don’t realize how hard you 
have to work to obtain it.”



With some many opportunities to draw from inspiration, 
Martha’s biggest challenge is distilling down to the idea or 
layout  that works.  “Yeah, I kinda have no attention span 
for all the stuff  that like - its horrible. I cant settle, and I 
cant rest, I gotta keep it movin’--”
“Martha is one of those rare designers who not only 
creates incredible designs, but also how her designs will 
ultimately eff ect the end user. She is incredible to work 
with on every level!” Says Jeremy Andrews, who worked 
with Martha Lynn on a several projects including Alpha 
Beta Creatives, and Match Capital Ventures. 

“I will always admire self-
made men and woman,... the 
American dream is possible, 
not easy - but possible, you 
work hard enough and you 
will be rewarded eventually.”
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T E L L  M E  A B O U T  Y O U R  P R O C E S S
“My process? I start with asking as many questions as I can 
about a particular project. Having that communication with 
a client is key - because you need to deliver on the promise. 
Its always diff erent, which is a lot of what I love about my 
job. I get to do something diff erent and solve a more 
challenging problem all the time, so its exciting to think I 
get to out-do myself from the last one. I try to think – ‘How 
can I make this engaging without being something we’ve 
seen before? You want use a diff erent gag or jazz it up or 
slow it down, or simplify it – all depends on the project.

W H AT ’ S  Y O U R  S T Y L E  L I K E ?
Sometimes it’s hard to distill an idea down to one – 
because like most people, I fall totally in love some ideas, 
but ultimately it’s up to the clients approval – sometimes 
they don’t agree with me, and it gets diffi  cult to convince 
them of what I’m trying to do; but in the end you have to 
leave your ego at the door and know that you can’t win 
them all. But it all comes down to communication with 
the client. Style comes with the project details, what one 
project calls for might not be what another calls for, so its 
constantly in fl ux”

W H AT ’ S  I T  L I K E  T O  B E  A 
G R A P H I C  D E S I G N E R  I N  N E W 
Y O R K ?
“I love it - its awesome, New York is the greatest city in 
the world, and I could never live anywhere else, and I love 
my neighborhood in Yonkers. It’s also super competitive 
and discouraging. You have to constantly bust your 
hump to make it even a little bit. Most people have no 
idea what graphic designers do or how hard they work. 
People simply assume I whip up stuff  on the spot – but 
there’s a real craft in what we [designers] do, and most 
people just don’t appreciate it because not its tangible 
like a painting for example. You’re never going to see a 
business card in a gallery in Soho – so graphic design 
doesn’t get as much respect as say, classical art does. 
Its our lot in life.” She sighs heavily. “Its a constant battle 
of convincing the average person that good design is 
good for business. It gives the company credibility and 
professionalism and therefore builds trust.”

Q & A

Martha Lynn Laskie at the Small Business Expo at 
the Jacob Javits Center in New York



Y O U  W E A R  A  L O T  O F  H AT S
Martha smiles playfully. “I guess you kinda have to these days, in my 
business anyway. I grew up in a place where self reliance is sort of 
forced upon you, in a very sink or swim type of family. I have always 
been an advocate of self-reliance and the men and women who pulled 
themselves up from their bootstraps. I believe firmly in the American 
dream, and I think discovering it all for yourself is what waters the 
seeds of an idea, and your hard work is what makes it grow and bloom. 
That’s one of the reason I am so in love with New York [City] – its filled 
with self-made people and I strive to be one of them.”

H O W  D O  Y O U  I T ?
“I like to think in terms of what the client needs. I always like to put 
myself in their shoes, whenever I’m working, and part of it is building 
a relationship with people – figuring out what make them tick, what 
makes them like what they like – and then its way easier to design for 
them. A lot of my job is research. Being a freelancer means having 
to learn a lot about different types of industries, so it sort of carves 
you out a very wide range of expertise. When I started out, I didn’t 
have money to hire a staff, so I ended up teaching myself a lot about 
business, marketing, accounting, intellectual property law, and sales. 
I had to understand how do all that because its just me. Since I do 
it all the time, I got good at it and just kept on doing it. As for time 
management, there are 24 usable hours in every day. No one ever sat 
on their death bed wishing they got more sleep. Deadlines are there 
to remind you that you can sleep when youre dead.” _

You can view Martha’s work at www.mllgd.com
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